
Sonder & Holliday
Socially Conscious Travel & Resort Goods

Designed in Miami
Made Around the World



Our Core Beliefs 

1. True luxury uplifts the wearer & the maker.

2. In a modern and progressive time, no one on the planet should be too 
poor to live, especially if they have a marketable skill.

3. When you improve the life of a woman, she will improve the life of 
everyone around her.

4. Something made in a rural part of a developing nation can be as luxury 
grade as something made or mass produced in a prime market. 



The Victoria 
Basket

Made in Ghana



The Victoria Basket
Made in Ghana

No.2 
Jade, Black, & 

Pink

No.1 
Natural & 

Noir

No. 3
Mustard
Emerald

Blue



The Victoria Basket
Sizes & Prices

Grand Standard Day-to-Day Petite

R: $268
W: $134.00

R: $185
W: $92.50

R: $158
W: $79.00

R: $135
W: $67.50



SCALED
Sizes Petite, Day-to-Day, Standard, and 

Grand



The Victoria Basket
UNICO Styles and Sizes

Like everyone else, our weavers also experience a bit of a learning curve 
when learning how to make our products. Because of this, they sometimes
create products that are a bit different than our typical collections. We call

those UNICOS (Spanish for one and only).
All of our UNICO products are colors and styles that offer us an opportunity 
to customize products and have really interesting and unique items in store 

with the same aesthetic and profound social impact. 

Prices, styles, colors vary. Based on 
available supplies.



The Fino Hat
Unisex with changeable Dupont Band

Fine Grade woven Toquilla Straw, Made in Ecuador



The Fino Hat
Men & Women

Each hat comes with 1 interchangeable Dupont Band. For women and girls, a Valencia Bow is included.
WH: $97.50 | MSRP: $195.00



The Little Bit’s
Hat Collection

For Boys and Girls
Made in Ecuador



The Little Bit’s Hat Collection
Comes with Changeable Dupont Band. Mix and Match for the whole family.

WS: $32.50 | MSRP: $65.00
*Girls hats include Valencia Bow with Dupont Band



The Dupont Band & Valencia 
Bow

Changeable & Customizable
Made in Miami



The Dupont Band
Classic, customizable, the perfect finishing touch. Each hat comes with 

1 band. Additional bands can be purchased.

Champagne, Navy, Wine, or Black with signature Rosegold charm. 
WS: $16.25 | MSRP: $32.50



The Valencia Bow
Upcycled & Repurposed Fabric

Made in Miami

Scraps once destined for a 
landfill now adorn the

Dupont Band & Fino Hat



The Valencia Bows
WS: $7.50 | MSRP: $15.00

Each Dupont Band comes with
their respective color bow. In

other cases, due to the nature of 
the supply, all of our other colors 
and designs are limited quantities 
and may be exclusively made for 

you.



Who We Support

MADE IN GHANA
The weavers of the Victoria Basket

in Ghana || Bolgatanga



Who We Support

MADE IN ECUADOR
The weavers of The Fino Hats|| Montecristi



Meet the Founder
Lorena Miranda

“True Luxury Uplifts the Wearer & the Maker”

I started Sonder & Holliday to help bridge the gap between creators of 
quality products from rural parts of the world and people like you-
socially-conscious luxury lovers.
It is my deepest belief that true luxury uplifts the wearer and the 
maker and in a modern time like today, no one on the planet should 
be too poor to live, especially if they have a marketable skill.
That being said, I invite you to learn more about our passionate 
journey to empower and help propel others into a sustainable way of 
life via trade and how you can be an important part of this mission 
too.

See more at
www.SonderHolliday.com

Lorena Miranda



Sonder & Holliday
www.SonderHolliday.com
Hello@SonderHolliday.com

Instagram:
@sonderandholliday

Facebook:
@sonderandholliday

http://www.sonderholliday.com/

